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PURPOSE. We characterized and modeled changes in visual performance associated with a
Tyr99Cys mutation in guanylate cyclase-activating protein-1 (GCAP1) in four family members
aged between 39 and 55 years old. Guanylate cyclase and its activating protein are molecules
in the visual transduction pathway that restore cyclic GMP (cGMP) following its lightactivated hydrolysis. The mutation causes an excess of cGMP in the dark and results in
progressive photoreceptor loss.
METHODS. L-cone temporal acuity was measured as a function of target irradiance, and L-cone
temporal contrast sensitivity was measured as a function of temporal frequency.
RESULTS. All four mutant GCAP1 family members showed sensitivity or acuity losses relative to
normal observers. The data for the youngest family member are consistent with an abnormal
speeding up of the visual response relative to that in normals, but those for the older
members showed a progressively higher-frequency sensitivity loss consistent with a slowing
down of their response.
CONCLUSIONS. The speeding up of the visual response in the youngest observer is consistent
with the Tyr99Cys mutation that results in the more rapid replacement of cGMP after light
exposure and, thus, in a reduction of temporal integration and relative improvement in highfrequency sensitivity compared to normals. The high-frequency losses in the older observers
are consistent with their vision being limited by the interposition of some sluggish process.
This might result from some residual or malfunctioning molecular process limiting
transduction within damaged photoreceptors or from an active or passive postreceptoral
reorganization caused by the paucity of functioning photoreceptors.
Keywords: guanylate cyclase, RetGC1, guanylate cyclase activating protein, GCAP1, flicker
sensitivity, critical flicker fusion, temporal processing

stimating the speeds of molecular processes by calculating
differences between the temporal sensitivities of normal
observers and those of observers with genetically characterized
defects is a powerful way of quantitatively linking molecular
processes to visual performance. Here, we investigated defects
in the guanylate cyclase-activating protein (GCAP).
The first and arguably most important step in human vision is
the transduction of a photon into an electrical signal, which is
achieved within the photoreceptor by a cascade of molecular
processes initiated by the absorption of a photon by the
chromophore 11-cis-retinal. A crucial step in this cascade is the
activation of the effector molecule, the phosphodiesterase
enzyme (PDE6), which reduces the cytoplasmic concentration
of cyclic GMP (cGMP) by catalyzing its hydrolysis into GMP. The
reduction in cGMP leads to the closure of the cyclic nucleotidegated channels in the plasma membrane, so blocking the inward
flow of Naþ and Ca2þ ions and thereby initiating membrane
hyperpolarization and the neural response. This study focused
on the GCAP that stimulates guanylate cyclase (RetGC) to
resynthesize cGMP following its light-activated hydrolysis by the
activated phosphodiesterase (PDE6*) and thus helps to shape the
photoresponse. Details of the transduction cascade can be found
in several reviews.1–5 Because the activity levels of GCAP and
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RetGC are Ca2þ sensitive, and Ca2þ concentration decreases in
the light, these molecules together contribute to sensitivity
regulation through a negative feedback loop that opposes the
effect of photon absorption on cGMP levels.6,7
There are two types of membrane-bound guanylate cyclases
expressed in rod and cone photoreceptors: RetGC1, encoded
by GUCY2D, and RetGC2, encoded by GUCY2F.8,9 RetGC1 and
RetGC2 are themselves regulated by Ca2þ-binding GCAP
proteins, of which there are three isoforms: GCAP1, encoded
by GUCA1A; GCAP2, encoded by GUCA1B; and GCAP3,
encoded by GUCA1C.10–12 Our study involves four observers
harboring the Tyr99Cys mutation in GCAP1.13

GCAP1 and the Tyr99Cys Mutation
Guanylate cyclase-activating protein-1 is found mainly in cones
but also in rod photoreceptors, in both of which it stimulates
RetGC1 to resynthesize cGMP when light reduces the intracellular Ca2þ levels.11,14,15 The GCAPs have four ‘‘EF’’ hands made
up of a helix-loop-helix conformation: EF1 is modified to interact
with RetGCs,16 whereas EF2, EF3, and EF4 bind with Ca2þ (see
Fig. 8 in the article by Hunt et al.17). The Tyr99Cys mutation
disrupts the EF3 binding arm causing the mutant GCAP1 to
1930
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continue stimulating RetGC1 even in the dark when Ca2þ levels
are high and even in the presence of calcium-loaded wild-type
(normal) GCAPs.18,19
Clinically, the Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 leads to dominant
cone-rod dystrophy, and less frequently to cone dystrophy and
isolated macular cone loss.13 Initial symptoms are mild
photophobia, reduced central vision and visual acuity, and a
loss of color vision that usually becomes apparent between the
ages of 20 and 40 years old. Electrophysiologically there is
ultimately a reduction in the amplitude of photopic electroretinograms (ERGs) to 30-Hz flicker and single flashes but
without increases in implicit time (the latencies to peak
responses); and scotopic ERGs may be reduced if there is rod
involvement. Visual acuity gradually deteriorates with age, but
peripheral vision may be relatively preserved in patients with a
cone dystrophy or macular dystrophy phenotype.13,20–22

GCAP, cGMP, and the Visual Response: In Vivo
Murine Models
The Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 constitutively activates RetGC1
even when the Ca2þ concentration is high and so produces
higher than normal concentrations of cGMP at lower light
levels. Because of the enhanced activity at these levels, we
might also expect a more rapid replacement of cGMP than
normal following light activation. In addition, the excess of
cGMP in the dark should increase the Ca2þ level, which might
enhance the size of dim flash responses.
Much of the evidence concerning the effects of GCAP comes
from rod measurements made in vivo in transgenic Tyr99Cys
mutant GCAP1 mice (which also have wild-type GCAP1), and in
knockout mice lacking GCAP1 and GCAP2. The key types of
rod data collected in mice are typically rod suction-electrode
current recordings for low-intensity single flashes that produce
single-photon responses and for series of single flashes from
low to saturating intensity levels. Two key variables extracted
from these measurements are srec (or sdim), the time constant of
exponential recovery after the peak of the single-photon
response; and sD (or ssat), the dominant time constant of
exponential recovery after the rod responses to bright flashes
reach saturation. In transgenic Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 mice,23
the single-photon response is approximately twice the size of
the normal response, yet the exponential rates of decay after
the peak are similar in the two cases (having analyzed the data
from Fig. 6b in the article by Olshevskaya et al.,23 we estimate
time constants, srec, of approximately 250 and 230 ms for
Tyr99Cys mutant and normal responses, respectively). By
comparison, the amplitude of the single-photon response in
mice lacking both the GCAP1 and GCAP2 is approximately five
times greater than normal and the decay after the peak slower
(srec ¼ 313 ms).7,24 Clearly, GCAP1 and Ca2þ feedback to RetGC
is important in shortening the offset of the dark-adapted rod
flash response,24,25 but the Tyr99Cys mutation seems to have
relatively little effect on the rate of the offset compared to that
in the wild-type (normal) rod response.
In contrast, the dominant rate of recovery following rod
response saturation in mice lacking GCAP1/GCAP2 is the same as
that in wild-type mice (sD ¼ 240 ms), which suggests that at least
in the recovery from saturation, Ca2þ-dependent cGMP resynthesis is not rate limiting.7,25–27 Similarly, the Tyr99Cys mutation
seems to cause only a modest increase in the duration of
saturating response (see Fig. 6a in Olshevskaya et al.23).
On the basis of these murine rod measurements, we might
expect the Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 to have relatively little
effect on our temporal sensitivity measurements. However, the
psychophysical data are consistent with a speeding up of the
photopic visual response in our youngest Tyr99Cys mutant
observer.

TABLE 1. Sex, Age at Testing, Genotype, and Visual Acuities in the
Tested Eye for Observers GP1 to GP4
Observer
GP1
GP2
GP3
GP4

Sex

Age

M
F
M
F

39
41
51
55

Genotype
GUCA1A
GUCA1A
GUCA1A
GUCA1A

Visual Acuity

p.Tyr99Cys
p.Tyr99Cys
p.Tyr99Cys
p.Tyr99Cys

6/12
6/12
6/9
6/12

Light Adaptation and Temporal Sensitivity
Light adaptation or sensitivity regulation, which is one of the
most important functions of the cone photoreceptor, enables
responses to small proportional changes in intensity over the
enormous range of light levels to which cones can be exposed
in the environment. Adaptation is achieved largely by a
speeding up of the visual response as the light level increases
and thus a shortening of the integration time (see Equation 3
below; and for discussion, see Stockman et al.28). The murine
data apart (see above), one of the molecular mechanisms
responsible for this change in normal vision is probably the
increased activities of RetGC and GCAP in the light as the Ca2þ
level falls, which leads to the accelerated restoration of cGMP
(see Table 1 in the article by Pugh et al.2). The effects of
speeding up the photoreceptor response can be clearly
observed in psychophysical measures of temporal sensitivity
(i.e., as changes in an observer’s sensitivity to flickering lights),
and most characteristically as relative increases in highfrequency sensitivity with increasing mean light level.29–31
If we are correct in supposing that the increased Ca2þdependent activities of RetGC and GCAP measurably speed up
the cone visual response, then observers carrying the Tyr99Cys
mutant GCAP1, which leads to a more rapid replacement of
cGMP at lower light levels, might be expected to be relatively
better at detecting higher temporal frequencies than normal
observers. A clear complication in linking the molecular
change to visual performance is that this type of cone–rod
dystrophy is progressive.21,22 Thus, although the initial direct
visual effects of the molecular defect and the excess
production of cGMP might be apparent in the visual behavior
of younger observers, in older observers any effects are likely
to be hidden by increasing loss or damage. An important
question, then, is what form does the increasing loss or damage
take? Is it consistent simply with loss of photoreceptors? Or
with a change in the function of the remaining photoreceptors
or postreceptoral pathways? Or, indeed, all three forms?
Our mutant GCAP1 observers are limited to a single
generation within the same family, as a result of which the
age range is limited to 39 to 55 years old. Nevertheless, we
found a pattern of loss in the family of observers with the
Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 that was consistent with the
imposition of an increasingly sluggish low-pass filter (i.e., a
process that increasingly attenuates or blocks higher temporalfrequency flicker relative to low-frequency flicker). We did not
have access to the younger generation of the family, whose
conditions have not as yet been diagnosed.

METHODS
Observers
The experimental group consisted of four observers, GP1 to
GP4, in the same family carrying a Tyr99Cys substitution in
GCAP1.21 The observers’ sex, ages at testing, genotypes, and
visual acuities in the tested eyes are given in Table 1. Adults
with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal
color vision provided representative control data. (The normal
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observers all had normal color vision as assessed by the
Farnsworth-Munsell 100 (FM-100) hue test and other standard
color vision tests.)
The color vision test results for all the affected observers
were broadly consistent with a generalized loss of color vision.
Observers GP1 and GP2 had low discrimination based on the
FM-100 hue test, with deficits along tritan and protan lines (Scone and L-cone deficiencies, respectively), whereas GP4 had
very low discrimination (GP3 did not take this test). Red-green
Rayleigh anomaloscope settings were highly variable and were
sometimes consistent with normal or protanomalous settings
(GP2), sometimes with deuteranomalous or protanomalous
(abnormal M-cone and L-cone, respectively) settings (GP1 and
GP3), and sometimes they were relatively normal (GP4).
All studies conformed to the standards set by the
Declaration of Helsinki, and the procedures were approved
by local ethics committees at Moorfields Eye Hospital and at
University College London.

Apparatus
The optical system for the experiments has been described in
detail elsewhere.32 Briefly, the optics consisted of 2 channels
with a standard Maxwellian view system with a 2-mm exit
pupil illuminated by a 900-W Xe arc lamp. One channel was
used to produce a circular background field of 98 diameter
and the other to produce a concentric ‘‘target’’ field with a
diameter of 48. The wavelengths of the target and background
were determined by interference filters (Ealing Corporation,
Holliston, MA, or Oriel, Stratford, CT) with full bandwidth at
half-maximum transmission of between 7 and 11 nm inserted
into collimated beams in each channel. The radiance in each
channel was determined by a combination of neutral density
filters (Oriel) also inserted into collimated beams and by the
rotation, under computer control, of a circular, variable
neutral density filter (Rolyn Optics, Covina, CA) located near
a focus within the target channel.
Sinusoidal variations in the target radiance were produced
by pulse width modulation of the target beam by a fast, liquidcrystal light shutter located in the target beam and running at
400 Hz, with rise and fall times faster than 50 ls (Displaytech,
Longmont, CO), thus producing effectively rectangular pulses
of variable width at a fixed frequency of 400 Hz. The pulse
width was varied sinusoidally under computer control using
programmable timers (product no. DT2819; Data Translation,
Marlborough, MA) to produce sinusoidal stimuli at the desired
visible frequencies and at signal modulations of up to 92%.
(Frequencies near the 400-Hz rectangular pulse frequency and
above were much too high to be resolved, thus observers saw
only the sinusoidally varying stimuli produced by the variation
of the pulse width.)
The patient’s head was fixed to the system by a hardened
dental impression mounted on a milling-machine head adjusted
to locate the exit pupil of the optics at the center and in the
plane of the patient’s right pupil.

Stimuli
We were primarily interested in L-cone responses and
measured their temporal properties by sinusoidally flickering
the 48 target. We refer to the amplitude of the flicker relative to
the mean radiance as the modulation, m, which is defined as
the conventional Michelson contrast
m¼

Imax  Imin
;
Imax þ Imin

ð1Þ

where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum radiances

of the stimulus, respectively. Thus, for sinusoidal flicker, the
flickering waveform, A (t), is given by
AðtÞ ¼ R̄f1 þ msinð2pftÞg;

ð2Þ

where R̄ is the mean radiance, f (Hz) is the rate of flicker, and t
is time (s). The modulation, m, could be varied under
computer control and was limited to a maximum of 92%.
L-Cone Stimuli. A flickering target of 48 of visual angle in
diameter and 650-nm wavelength was presented in the center
of a 98-diameter background field of 481 nm. Fixation was
central. The 481-nm background, which delivered 8.24 log
quanta s1 deg2 at the cornea (1.37 log10 photopic trolands or
2.53 log10 scotopic trolands), served mainly to suppress the
rods but also selectively desensitized the M-cones relative to Lcones at lower target radiances. The background was present
for all the experiments reported here. For the critical fusion
frequency (CFF) measurements, the target intensity was varied
from 6.5 to 11.5 log10 quanta s1 deg2. These conditions
isolated the L-cone response over most of the intensity range;
however, at high intensities, the M-cones may also have
contributed to flicker detection, but we were not concerned
about the possibility of a mixed M- and L-cone response at
higher levels. For the temporal contrast sensitivity measurements, the target radiance was set to a time-averaged radiance
of either 8.28, 9.30, or 10.28 log10 quanta s1 deg2, which we
shall refer to as the low, medium, and high levels, respectively.

Procedures
All observers were light adapted to the background and target
for 3 minutes before any measurements. They interacted with
the computer that controlled the apparatus by means of an 8button keypad and received information and instructions via
tones and a computer-controlled voice synthesizer. Each
experiment was repeated three times, usually on separate
days. The means of the results for each experiment were
averaged and the standard error determined. The visual
stimulus, focused at the plane of the pupil, was the only
visible light source for the observers in an otherwise dark
room. The image of the source at the plane of the observers’
pupils was always less than the minimal pupil size so that
retinal illumination was not affected by pupil size. The method
of adjustment was used to measure visual responses in the
experiments.
Two types of temporal sensitivity experiments were
performed: CFF was measured as a function of target radiance,
and temporal contrast sensitivity was measured as a function of
temporal frequency at the three mean target radiances.
Critical Fusion Measurements. The target modulation
was held fixed at 92%, and the time-averaged radiance set to
values ranging from approximately 6 to 11 log10 quanta s1 deg2
by the experimenter inserting neutral density filters into the
target channel. At each target radiance, the observer adjusted the
rate of flicker up or down by means of buttons to determine the
highest frequency of flicker at which flicker was just visible (i.e.,
their flicker ‘‘threshold’’ or CFF) and indicated that they were
satisfied with their adjustment by pushing a third button. The
observer then changed the flicker frequency away from their
threshold setting and redetermined the highest frequency at
which flicker was just visible. The process was repeated three
times before the mean radiance of the target was changed. All
three settings and their means were stored in the computer. The
experiment was repeated on three separate occasions for the
normal observers and, depending on availability, on two or three
separate occasions for the affected observers.
Temporal Contrast Sensitivity Measurements. The
frequency of the flickering target was fixed at values ranging
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from 0.5 to 50 Hz. The mean radiances of both the background
and target were also fixed. The observers adjusted the
modulation of the flickering stimulus (m in Equation 2) to
determine the lowest modulation at which a given flicker was
just visible. Modulation could be varied up or down in large or
small steps depending on the button pressed. Again, observers
indicated they were satisfied with their adjustment by pushing
a third button. The observer then moved the modulation away
from their threshold setting and redetermined the threshold
again. The process was repeated three times before the flicker
frequency of the target was automatically changed by the
computer. All three settings and their means were stored in the
computer, and the experiment was repeated on three separate
occasions. The averages and means and standard errors
obtained on three different occasions for the normal observers
and, depending on availability, on two or three separate
occasions for the affected observers, are reported.

Calibration
The radiant fluxes of the target and background fields were
measured at the plane of the exit pupil using an UDT
radiometer calibrated by the manufacturer (Gamma Scientific)
against a standard traceable to the US National Bureau of
Standards. The neutral density filters (and circular neutral
density wedge) were calibrated in the optical system,
separately for each wavelength used, using the radiometer.
Target radiances are reported as time-averaged values. Neutral
density filters, fixed and variable, were calibrated in situ for all
test and field wavelengths used. A spectroradiometer (Gamma
Scientific, San Diego, CA) was used to measure the center
wavelength and the bandwidth at half-amplitude of each
interference filter in situ.

RESULTS
L-Cone Critical Flicker Fusion
Figure 1 shows L-cone CFF (temporal acuity) data for the four
observers with Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 plotted on a linear
ordinate as a function of log10 target radiance. The CFF at each
target radiance is the highest frequency at that radiance at
which the target appears to flicker. Data for GP1 to GP4,
whose ages increase from GP1 to GP4, are shown in Figure 1.
The mean L-cone CFF data for 12 observers with normal vision
are shown in Figure 1 as red squares. Error bars in all figures
(visible only when they are larger than the symbols) are 61
SEM within observers for the affected individuals and between
observers for the normal measurements.
In normal observers, L-cone CFF starts to rise at approximately 6.5 log10 quanta s1 deg2. And above approximately
7.25 log10 quanta s1 deg2 the CFF increases (on these
coordinates) with a linear slope until at approximately 9.75
log10 quanta s1 deg2 it begins to approach a plateau near 40
Hz.33,34 By contrast, the L-cone CFF functions for all four
observers with the Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 show substantial
losses in CFF. Flicker is not detected in any of the affected
observers until the mean 650-nm target radiance reaches at least
7.7 log10 quanta s1 deg2, nearly 13 times more intense than
that for normal observers. The differences suggest that the
deficit involves a loss of at least 1.2 log10 units of intensity. For
the affected observers, as the radiance increases above 7.7 log10
quanta s1 deg2, the CFF increases but, except for GP3, in
whom no asymptote is apparent, approaches much lower
asymptotic CFF values than normal. The CFF loss is greater the
older the patient. The highest CFF for the mean normal observer
is approximately 40 Hz but declines to 29, 23, 11, and 10 Hz for

FIGURE 1. L-cone critical flicker fusion frequencies (Hz, linear scale)
measured on a 481-nm background of 8.26 log10 quanta s1 deg2 are
plotted as a function of the mean log radiance of a 650-nm flickering
target. Data are plotted for four observers with the GCAP1 Tyr99Cys
mutations GP1 (green triangles), GP2 (purple circles), GP3 (yellow
inverted triangles), and GP4 (blue diamonds). The mean data for 12
normal observers (red squares) are also shown. In all figures, the error
bars are 61 SEM for the affected observers and between observers for
the mean data. The blue lines are best fitting linear slopes fitted to the
mean data for normals and affected observer over radiances where the
Ferry-Porter law holds (see text for details). Outside the Ferry-Porter
regions, the CFF data are joined by thin lines. The best fitting slopes
are given in Table 1.

observers GP1 to GP4, respectively (see also Fig. 3, Table 3). In
terms of temporal acuity, the four observers with the Tyr99Cys
mutant GCAP1 show losses that increase with age.
There is a region both for the normal and for the affected
observers over which the CFF is approximately linearly
related to the logarithm of the target radiance. This linear
relationship, known as the Ferry-Porter law,35,36 holds, in
normal observers, from approximately 7.25 to 9.75 log10
quanta s1 deg2. For the affected observers, with the
exception of GP1, the slope over the Ferry-Porter region is
much shallower, and the range over which it occurs is
displaced to higher radiances. We can quantify and compare
the individual CFF data shown in Figure 1 in terms of the
slope. The blue straight lines fitted to each set of CFF data
shown in Figure 1 are the best fitting slopes over the FerryTABLE 2. Ferry-Porter Slopes for Best Fit to the CFF Versus Log
Radiance Data for Each of the Affected Observers
Subject
GP1
GP2
GP3
GP4
Normal

Ferry-Porter Slope

R2

6
6
6
6
6

0.996
0.978
0.974
0.960
0.998

18.79
4.42
3.93
2.91
8.57

0.88
0.27
0.26
0.27
0.16

Data show the best fitting Ferry-Porter slopes 6 SEM, in Hz, per
decade and R2 values for fit to the CFF versus log radiance data for each
of the affected observers and for the mean normal observer data at
radiances where the Ferry-Porter law holds (see Fig. 1).
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FIGURE 2. Log10 L-cone temporal contrast sensitivities, measured using a sinusoidally modulated 650-nm target fixed at a mean radiance of either
8.28 (squares), 9.30 (triangles), or 10.28 (circles) log quanta s1 deg2 are plotted as a function of temporal frequency (logarithmic axis). Each
target was superimposed on a 480-nm background of 8.29 log10 quanta s1 deg2 (1.42 log10 photopic trolands or 2.58 log10 scotopic trolands). Data
are shown for the four observers carrying the GCAP1 Tyr99Cys mutations GP1 (middle left panel, green symbols), GP2 (middle right panel, purple
symbols), GP3 (bottom left panel, yellow symbols), and GP4 (bottom right panel, blue symbols) and also for the mean normal observer (upper left
panel, red symbols).

Porter regions for each observer. The best fitting slopes, their
standard errors, and R2 values are given in Table 2. The slopes
for GP2 to GP4, which are between 2.91 and 4.42 Hz per
decade, are much less than the normal slope of 8.57, yet,
interestingly, the slope for GP1 at 18.79 Hz per decade is
twice that of the normal slope. The high R2 values in Table 2
suggest that the Ferry-Porter law is a plausible description of
the data over the appropriate ranges. (The Ferry-Porter slopes
are considered further in the Discussion.)

L-Cone Temporal Contrast Sensitivity
Figure 2 shows the logarithm of temporal modulation
sensitivity plotted as a function of temporal frequency
(logarithmic axis) for each of the four observers: GP1 (middle

left panel, green symbols), GP2 (middle right panel, purple
symbols), GP3 (bottom left panel, yellow symbols), and GP4
(bottom right panel, blue symbols), and also for the mean
normal observer (upper left panel, red symbols). Data are
shown for the three time-averaged 650-nm target radiances,
low (8.28, colored squares), medium (9.30, Fig. 2, colored
triangles), and high (10.28, colored circles); all radiances are in
log quanta s1 deg2. The error bars again indicate 61 SEM
within observers for the GCAP1 data, across observers for the
normal data.
The L-cone temporal contrast sensitivity functions for the
mean normal observer (upper left panel) change in two
characteristic ways with increasing radiance.29,30,37 First,
consistent with the CFF measurements shown in Figure 1, the
functions extend to higher frequencies as the mean radiance
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TABLE 3. Best Fitting Vertical Shifts, Common Ferry-Porter Slope, and
R2 Value for the CFF Versus Log Radiance Data for the Affected
Observers at Radiances Where the Ferry-Porter Law Holds
Subject

Relative Shift

Ferry-Porter Slope

R2

GP1
GP2
GP3
GP4

0.00
8.36
15.50
18.90

6
6
6
6

3.86 6 0.20

0.992

1.85
1.88
1.88
1.85

Data are the best fitting vertical shifts 6 SEM, in Hz, common FerryPorter slopes 6 SEM, in Hz per decade, and R2 values for the fit to the
CFF versus log radiance data for the affected observers at radiances
where the Ferry-Porter law holds.

approximately 1.0 log10 unit at low frequencies but then
decrease slightly with increasing frequency. The losses for GP3
and GP4 are between 0.5 and 1.2 log10 unit at low frequencies
and increase markedly with increasing frequency.
We consider the relative losses of all the affected observers
in more detail after we describe developing the model to
account for the losses in the next section.
FIGURE 3. L-cone critical flicker fusion frequencies (Hz, linear scale)
for the Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 observers replotted using the same
symbols as in Figure 1. The blue lines fitted to the affected CFF data at
radiances where the Ferry-Porter law holds (see text for details) are
lines with a common Ferry-Porter slope shifted vertically to fit the CFF
data for each observer. The common best fitting slope is 3.86 Hz per
decade, and the best fitting vertical shifts relative to the fit for GP1 are
noted in the figure. Outside the Ferry-Porter regions, the CFF data are
joined by thin lines. See Table 3 for more information.

increases from low to high. The improvements in highfrequency sensitivity are usually attributed to a speeding up of
the visual response caused by shortening time constants.38–41
Second, there is an increasing loss of sensitivity at low
frequencies as the radiance increases; the functions change
from being relatively horizontal at low frequencies in the lowradiance case (Fig. 1, squares), a shape known as ‘‘low-pass,’’ to
having a sensitivity loss at both low and high frequencies, a
shape known as ‘‘band-pass,’’ in the high-radiance case (Fig. 1,
circles). The bandpass shape is found in both temporal and
spatial contrast sensitivity functions and the low-frequency
attenuation is usually attributed to surround antagonism42–47 but
could also result from feedback within the photo receptors.
The L-cone temporal contrast sensitivities in Figure 2 for the
observers with Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 fall well below the
normal sensitivities at all three mean radiances at all
frequencies. (These differences are more clearly apparent in
Fig. 4, in which the sensitivity losses are plotted relative to the
normal.) Despite the losses, some of the changes between
levels in the mutant observers have characteristics similar to
those in the normal observers. In particular, there is a tendency
for high-frequency sensitivity to improve as the radiance level
increases, which suggests that, as in normal observers, the
photoreceptor response speeds up as the light level increases.
Also, for the younger observers GP1 and GP2, there is a
tendency to show a low-frequency loss that increases with
target radiance. No reliable effect of radiance at low
frequencies is seen for the older observers GP3 and GP4.
Like the CFF data, the overall sensitivity losses increase in
order of age from GP1 to GP4. One notable exception is that,
although GP1 is more sensitive than GP2 at high temporal
frequencies (consistent with the CFF data), the reverse is the
case at lower frequencies. The sensitivity losses for GP2
relative to those of normal observers increase from approximately 0.5 to 1.0 log10 unit with increasing frequency. The
losses for GP1 relative to those in normal observers are

DISCUSSION
L-Cone Critical Flicker Fusion
As noted above, the L-cone CFF functions first plotted in Figure
1 and replotted in Figure 3 over a slightly smaller range show
that the affected observers require more light to detect the
flickering target by at least a factor of 10 times greater than
normal. The other characteristic change in the older GCAP1
mutant observers is that their Ferry-Porter slopes are much
shallower than normal (Table 2). Yet, intriguingly, the slope in
the youngest GCAP1 mutant observer is steeper than normal.
How can we interpret these changes in slopes?
The steepness of the Ferry-Porter slope can be compared
with the high-frequency slope of temporal modulation
functions plotted as log modulation sensitivity versus linear
frequency (rather than compared to log frequency as shown in
Fig. 2) simply by rotating the CFF versus log radiance plot
clockwise by 908.48,49 Given that the high-frequency slope of
temporal modulation function is related to the speed of the
photoreceptor response,28,29,31 we might expect a decrease in
the Ferry-Porter slopes for our central 48 data to correlate with
an increase in the high-frequency slope of the contrast
sensitivity function and thus be consistent with a slowing
down of the visual response. Conversely, we might expect an
increase in the Ferry-Porter slope to correlate with a decrease
in the high-frequency slope of the contrast sensitivity function
and, thus, with a speeding up of the visual response.
Consequently, in the youngest GCAP1 mutant observer in
whom the Ferry-Porter slope increases, we would predict a
shallower high-frequency modulation sensitivity slope and a
speeding up of the response relative to that of normal
observers; and in the older affected observers, we would
predict a steeper high-frequency slope and a slowing down
relative to that of normal observers. These predictions are
borne out in the temporal contrast sensitivity data and in the
analyses given in the next section.
The Ferry-Porter slopes for the affected individuals (with
the exception of GP1) are relatively similar (Table 2), so that
we can simplify and quantify the progressive loss by assuming
that they share a common Ferry-Porter slope. (Given the
similar CFF slope for GP1 found above a target radiance of 8.5
log quanta s1 deg2, we also included that region of the GP1’s
CFF data in the analysis.) We can then characterize the
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which is consistent with the damage resulting in a more
sluggish visual response. We now address the differences in
sensitivity between normal and affected observers.

L-Cone Temporal Contrast Sensitivity
Temporal contrast sensitivity data provide more complete
information about the visual response than CFF data and allow
us to model the changes caused by the molecular defects.
Figure 4 shows the log10 differences in sensitivity between the
mean normal temporal contrast sensitivities and those for the
GCAP1 mutant observers: GP1 (green triangles), GP2 (purple
circles), GP3 (yellow inverted triangles), and GP4 (blue
diamonds) at the high (upper panel), medium (middle panel),
and low (lower panel) 650-nm mean radiances. In all panels,
the log10 difference from the mean normal observer is plotted
as a function of frequency (logarithmic scale). (Note that the
differences are all negative, which indicates that the GCAP1
mutant observers show sensitivity losses under all the
conditions measured.) In each panel the continuous red lines
and dashed black lines are model fits and will be discussed
below.
Our approach to understanding and modeling the sensitivity differences between the affected and normal data is to
assume that the visual process can be treated as cascades of
leaky integrating stages (or buffered resistor-capacitor circuits),
the outputs of which decay exponentially after exposure to a
brief pulse of light. The amplitude, A( f ), of n cascaded,
identical stages as a function of frequency, f, is given by

n
ð3Þ
Aðf Þ ¼ sn ð2pf sÞ2 þ 1 2 ;

FIGURE 4. Log10 L-cone temporal contrast sensitivity differences for
the data shown in Figure 2 between the mean normal observer and the
Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 observers: GP1 (green triangles), GP2
(purple circles), GP3 (yellow inverted triangles), and GP4 (blue
diamonds) for mean 650-nm target radiances of 8.28 (lower panel),
9.30 (middle panel), and 10.28 (upper panel) log quanta s1 deg2.
The solid red lines and dashed black lines are fits of the two models
described in the text.

increasing losses among the affected observers as vertical shifts
in CFF (Hz). We estimated the shifts by simultaneously fitting a
line of the same slope to the CFF data for all affected observers
over their assumed Ferry-Porter ranges. The best-fitting lines
with a common slope of 3.86 Hz per decade are plotted in
Figure 3 as blue lines, and the vertical shifts relative to the fit
for GP1 are also noted in the figure. The best fitting-parameters
and their standard errors are given in Table 3. The R2 value, a
measure of the goodness of the fit, is 0.992 suggesting that the
simplification of having a common slope and accounting for
the damage or loss as vertical shifts in CFF is a plausible
description of the data; yet, precisely how the loss in CFF in Hz
can be related to the underlying photoreceptor loss or damage
in these observers is less certain. The fact that the Ferry-Porter
slope is approximately constant suggests that the form of the
residual underlying visual response does not change near CFF
despite the progressive damage with age. As noted above, a
shallower Ferry-Porter slope in Hz per decade implies a steeper
loss in contrast sensitivity at higher temporal frequencies,

where s is the time constant (seconds) common to each stage,
and n is the number of stages. Light adaptation is assumed to
shorten the time constants of some of the stages and so speeds
up the visual response. As Equation 3 shows, the shortening
time constant reduces overall sensitivity (by the factor sn
outside the square bracket) but has the important benefit of
allowing more rapid flicker to be seen.
The approach to modeling vision as a linear temporal filter
has a long tradition.37,38,47,50,51 In terms of phototransduction,
the approach can be compared to considering the system as a
cascade of independent reactions, each having first-order
exponential decays. In the leaky integrator, the response to a
pulse decays exponentially with time, whereas in the reaction,
the concentration of the reactant decays exponentially with
time. We modeled the differences between normal and
affected observers using Equation 3.
By modeling the sensitivity differences between the
affected and normal observers, we effectively discounted
receptoral and postreceptoral processes that were common
to both classes of observer and, in particular, any stage of the
transduction cascade that have similar time constants. We
assumed that the differences reflected stages that are common
to the 2 classes of observer but that have different time
constants. In fact, we could account for the differences
between the Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 and normal observers
simply by assuming that they reflect the properties of a single
common stage with a time constant that varies between the
normal and affected observers. Put formally, the model is given
by Equation 4:
2 
12 3


2
s
ð2pf
s
Þ
þ
1
AN ðf Þ
N
N
5
ð4Þ
¼ log10 4 
log10
1 þ k;
AM ðf Þ
sM ð2pf sM Þ2 þ 1 2
where the subscripts N and M indicate parameters of the
normal and mutant frequency responses, respectively. The
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TABLE 4. Best Fitting Parameters and R2 Values of the Model
Parameter

Normal

GP1

GP2

GP3

GP4

5.66 6 1.60 (28.11)
–

1.59* (100)
0.36 6 0.11

36.05 6 7.37 (4.41)
1.31 6 0.10
0.94

123.3 6 29.55 (1.29)
1.82 6 0.11

136.9 6 34.64 (1.16)
2.06 6 0.12

64.59 6 13.74 (2.46)
1.05 6 0.04
0.96

310.0 6 133.8 (0.53)
1.64 6 0.05

162.2 6 44.55 (0.98)
1.79 6 0.05

23.65 6 9.14 (6.73)
0.75 6 0.08
0.90

146.6 6 69.10 (1.09)
1.97 6 0.15

97.36 6 37.59 (1.63)
1.77 6 0.13

High level
sN or sM
k
R2
Medium level
sN or sM
k
R2

19.72 6 2.69 (8.07)
–

1.59* (100)
0.10 6 0.04

19.58 6 5.64 (8.13)
–

1.59* (100)
0.07 6 0.09

Low level
sN or sM
k
R2

Data show best fitting parameters 6 SEM and R2 values of the model given by Equation 4 for the high, medium, and low adaptation levels. See
text for details.
* These time constants were fixed. The values in brackets next to each time constant are the corresponding corner frequencies.

value of k represents a frequency-independent change in
overall sensitivity of the GCAP1 mutant observers relative to
that of normals (which as negative values corresponds to a
vertical shift down the logarithmic ordinate of Fig. 4).
At each level, the model was fitted simultaneously across
the four observers with a single best fitting time constant (sN)
for the normal observer, relative to which the best fitting time
constant (sM) and shift (k) values could be determined for each
affected observer. (The time constants, generally, were limited
to a lower value of 1.59 ms because decreasing them below
this value produces frequency-independent shifts in log
sensitivity over the measured frequency range that are nearly
equivalent to increasing k, making joint fits of s and k unstable.
For the fits in Fig. 4 it was necessary to limit sM to 1.59 ms only
for GP1.)
The fits to the logarithmic differences (Fig. 4, red
continuous lines) are good, having R2 values of 0.90 or better.
The best fitting parameters and their standard errors are given
in Table 4, along with the R2 values for the fits at each radiance
level. The values in brackets beside each time constant are the
so-called corner frequencies, f0, associated with each time
constant, where f0 ¼ 1/(2ps) (with f0 in Hz and s in seconds).
These values are useful in relating the low-pass filters defined
by Equation 3 to psychophysical data, because they roughly
correspond to the frequency at which the filter first begins to
attenuate high frequencies. Below the corner frequency,
sensitivity is fairly constant with frequency.
The corner frequencies associated with the first line of
Table 4 suggest that, in the youngest observer (GP1), the
excess of cGMP results in the temporal response’s being
approximately three times faster (or perhaps more, given that
we limited sM in this observer to 1.59 ms) than that of the
normal. However with age and, presumably, with increasing
damage and/or photoreceptor loss, the temporal response
from GP2 to GP4 slows down as indicated by the decreasing
corner frequencies (and increasing time constants). Across the
three levels, the mean time constants for GP1 to GP4 are 1.59,
41.43, 193.00, and 132.15 ms, respectively. This increase is
consistent with the progressive losses of high-frequency
sensitivity found in these observers. The shorter the time
constant s, the faster the system can respond, and the more
rapid the flicker it can resolve but the lower its overall
sensitivity (depending on sM/sN [see Equation 4]). The
parameter k represents frequency-independent logarithmic
sensitivity losses or gains not accounted for by changes in time
constants. The increasing magnitude of k with age is indicative

of the decreasing sensitivity of the affected observers with age,
a loss that exceeds that due to rising s.
This simple model accounts extremely well for the relative
sensitivity differences among mean data for each mutant
GCAP1 and those for the normal. Potentially, the differences
can be linked to changes in the reactions mediated by GCAP1.
A model in which 1 stage in the normal retina speeds up in the
youngest GCAP1 observer but then becomes more sluggish
with age could suggest that, as the disease progresses, the
damaged photoreceptors maintain some functionality but only
by means of a sluggish molecular process that limits temporal
sensitivity.
It should be noted that, if the time constant of the common
stage is short in the normal observer but significantly longer in
the GCAP1 observers, then the predictions of the model given
by Equation 4 are indistinguishable in our data from one in
which an additional stage is simply added in the GCAP1
observer. Such fits are essentially equivalent to fitting a lowpass filter with a final asymptotic logarithmic slope of 1 to the
differences. If, however, the time constants of the common
stage in the two classes of observers are more similar, the final
measured slope of the differences will decrease toward zero at
high frequencies (corresponding to the stage in both observers
reaching its final asymptotic logarithmic slope of 1). Many,
but not all, of the differences in Figure 4 are consistent with a
decrease in the slope at the highest frequencies.
Although the single-stage model defined by Equation 4 has
the virtue of simplicity, a physiologically more plausible model
might be a two-stage model in which a first common stage
speeds up in all affected observers (due to the direct effect of
the mutant proteins) but then a second common stage slows
down as the disease progresses. This version of the model is
formalized in Equation 5:


AN ðf Þ
log10
AM ðf Þ
2

12 
12 3
2
2
s
ð2pf
s
Þ
þ
1
s
ð2pf
s
Þ
þ
1
N1
N1
N2
N2
5
¼ log10 4 
1

1 þ k:
sM1 ð2pf sM1 Þ2 þ 1 2 sM2 ð2pf sM2 Þ2 þ 1 2
ð5Þ
The best fitting parameters and their standard errors of this
model are given in Table 5, along with the R2 values for the fits
at each radiance level. We constrained the fit by fixing the time
constant of the first common stage in the mutant GCAP1
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TABLE 5. Best Fitting Parameters and R2 Values of the Model
Normal

GP1

GP2

GP3

GP4

1.59* (100)
37.21 6 8.90 (4.41)
1.00 6 0.25
0.94

1.59* (100)
126.0 6 32.10 (1.29)
1.50 6 0.28

1.59* (100)
137.9 6 35.77 (1.16)
1.74 6 0.29

1.59* (100)
56.91 6 11.70 (2.80)
0.52 6 0.07
0.96

1.59* (100)
235.1 6 79.54 (0.68)
1.12 6 0.08

1.59* (100)
139.7 6 35.97 (1.14)
1.27 6 0.08

1.59* (100)
60.33 6 28.76 (2.64)
0.03 6 0.09
0.92

1.59* (100)
171.1 6 77.40 (0.93)
0.91 6 0.21

1.59* (100)
120.1 6 47.19 (1.33)
0.73 6 0.18

High level
sN1 or sM1
sN2 or sM2
k
R2

4.35 6 1.52 (36.59)
–

1.59* (100)
2.94 6 4.33 (100)
0.30 6 0.41

Medium level
sN1 or sM1
sN2 or sM2
k
R2

9.67 6 0.91 (16.46)
–

1.59* (100)
1.59* (100)
0.61 6 0.06

Low level
sN1 or sM1
sN2 or sM2
k
R2

20.08 6 5.33 (7.93)
–

1.59* (100)
22.08 6 12.64 (7.21)
0.09 6 0.07

Data show best fitting parameters 6 SEM and R2 values of the model given by Equation 5 for the high, medium, and low adaptation levels. See
text for details.
* These time constants were fixed in the fits. The values in brackets next to each time constant are the corner frequencies.

observers (sM1) to 1.59 ms. The fits are shown as the black
dashed lines in each panel of Figure 4. They are marginally
better than those for the common stage at the low and perhaps
medium levels. For these fits, other than the constraint noted
above, it was necessary only to limit sM2 for GP1 to 1.59 ms.
From the point of view of the quality of the fit, there is no
clear advantage in adding a second common stage. However,
the addition of this second stage lends itself to very different
interpretations at the molecular level, because, although the
progressively slowing stage could be in the photoreceptor, it
could also be after the photoreceptor. The slowing could
result, for example, from the way signals are processed in the
postreceptoral network as photoreceptor inputs become
increasingly scarce. For example, with increasing loss, the
predominant and most effective cone signal might come from a
spatially extensive and sluggish surround rather than from the
center, as in normal observers.
Alternatively, the photoreceptor loss might result in an
active rewiring and reorganization52,53 that produces a novel
postreceptoral organization not found in the normal retina.

In Vivo Murine Models
The psychophysical results obtained in the youngest individual
suggest that the Tyr99Cys mutation speeds up the cone visual
response. However, this finding is at odds with the murine rod
data described in the Introduction, which, at least in terms of
sD (or ssat), the dominant time constant of exponential
recovery after saturation, suggest that the Ca2þ-dependent
resynthesis of cGMP is not rate limiting. In addition, other
studies in which the expression level or activity of molecules in
the cascade was perturbed also support the idea that the ratelimiting recovery step is the deactivation of a-transducin-PDE6*
and not cGMP resynthesis.25,54,55
However, the usefulness of the two key measures of rod
flash responses, srec and sD, in predicting cone visual
performance measured under conditions of steady-state
(equilibrium) daylight adaptation using nonsaturating, nearthreshold stimuli (as in our experiments) may be limited. The
inconsistences between murine and human data could be due
to differences between rods and cones, or they could be due to
the dynamics that control recovery from saturation being

different from those that limit the detection of near-threshold
flicker under conditions of steady-state adaptation.
One set of data suggest that there might be significant
differences between the effects of GCAP1 on rod and cone
responses. Pennesi et al.56 measured paired-flash cone ERGs in
GCAP1/GCAP2 knockout mice that expressed transgenic
GCAP1. They found that overexpression of GCAP1 resulted
in the cone b-wave recovering faster than in the normal, wildtype mouse. Thus, in this murine model at least, GCAP1 can
alter the speed of the cone visual response, which suggests
that in cones, the resynthesis of cGMP might be rate limiting.
Alternatively, the speeding up of the visual response in the
youngest observer could be an early sign of photoreceptor
degeneration. One way to check this would be to be make
measurements in even younger observers, but we were unable
to make measurements in the younger generation of this family.
Age comparisons in an in vivo murine Tyr99Cys cone model
would be informative.
Elevated levels of cGMP in photoreceptors caused by the
Tyr99Cys mutation result in photoreceptor degeneration in
mice.23 Recent evidence implicates cGMP accumulation as the
major contributor to cone death caused by cyclic nucleotidegated channel deficiency.57

CONCLUSIONS
Evidence for a shortening of the integration time at lower light
levels in the Tyr99Cys mutant GCAP1 observers was found
only in the youngest of the observers, who was 39 years of age.
In all other observers there was a substantial higher-frequency
sensitivity loss—presumably caused by the progressive damage—that masks any speeding-up due to the GCAP1 mutation.
We suppose these additional losses are due to either a limiting
sluggish molecular process that maintains some function
within damaged photoreceptors or to a postreceptoral effect
related to the sparsity of photoreceptors.
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